In this paper, we consider the rate-distortion optimal encoding of shape information using a skeleton decomposition and the minmum maximum (MINMAX) distortion criterion. For bit budget constrained video communication applications, whose goal is to achieve as low as possible but almost constant distortion, the MINMAX criterion is the natural choice. We propose a 4D DAG (directed acyclic graph) shortest path algorithm implemented by dynamic programming to solve the minimum rate problem, and also provide a solution for the dual minimum distortion problem. Experimental results indicate that our algorithm has an outstanding performance compared with existing methods.
INTRODUCTION
Shape coding has attracted a lot of attention recently, as one of the most important parts of object-based'video encoding, as supported, for example, by the MPEG-4 standard. A number of existing shape encoding algorithms are described and compared in [I]. Among the ratedistortion optimal ones are vertex-based encoders 121 and skeleton-based encoders [3,4]. Vertex-based approaches use polygons, B-splines, or even higher order c w e s to approximate the boundary contour of the object. The optimal number and locations of the control points can be found by minimizing the normalized mean-squared error between the boundary and the approximations. By decomposing the object shape into the skeleton (defined as the midpoints between two boundary points) and the distance from the boundary points to the skeleton in the horizontal direction, the skeleton-based approach utilizes curves of arbitrary order for approximating the skeleton and distance signals, and chooses the number and locations of the control points for all skeleton and distance signals and for all boundaries within a frame, to minimize the overall distortion using the MPEG-4 distortion metric. Both methods are using Lagrangian relaxation to obtain the operational rate-distortion optimal solution and dynamic programming to improve the efficiency of the algorithms.
Most shape encoders utilize the minimum average (MINAVE) distortion criterion in measuring distortion. The resulting solutions usually lead to unequal distortion across frames, which can cause "flickering problems" due to abrupt quality changes. An altemative approach to formalize the relationship between rate and distortion is the minimum maximum (MINMAX) distortion approach [5, 6] . The philosophy behind this approach is that by minimizing the maximum source distortion, no single source distortion will be extremely high, and hence, the overall quality will be quite constant. In [6] , the MINMAX approaches are reviewed and compared with the MINAVE approaches. In this paper, we are proposing a rate-distortion optimal shape-coding scheme with skeleton decomposition using the MINMAX criterion. A 4D DAG shortest path algorithm is proposed to solve the optimization problem while dynamic programming is adopted to ensure the efficiency of the algorithm. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the problem formation is presented. Section 3 demonstrates the optimal solution and section 4 provides our experimental results. We draw conclusion in the last section.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
The problem at hand is to minimize the rate for encoding a shape while guaranteeing that none of the pixels of the resulting approximated object are located farther than Dmyr (Euclidean distance) away from the original object shape. We also consider the dual problem that of minimizing the D,,,, subject to a bit budget. into the skeleton (midpoints between the two boundary
The distortion elements could be positive or negative, points), and the distance of the boundary points from the depending on whether the approximated signal is larger or skeleton in the horizontal direction. To simplify the smaller than the original signal. So, the restriction of D,, problem, we first assume that there is only one object that is converted into a new set of restrictions as contains only one skeleton, and defer the solution of the general case of encoding multiple obiects with multiple Figure 3 shows an example of the concept. In areas A and C, the skeleton is extended in both directions at the length of D,, to cover those areas, which also expend the set of DHmur. to include
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problem, we will focus on area B in the following discussion. where a pixel is said to be in error if it belongs to the interior of the original object and the exterior of the approximating object, or vice-versa.
Bit Rate
Let us denote the total available bit rate for the encoding of the object shape in a frame by R,,,. Then
R,o,=Ro+R(S)+R(T),
where Ro represents the bits required for the encoding of the starting points of the skeleton, R(S) the bits allocated for the encoding of the skeleton signal, and R(T) the bits allocated for the encoding of the distance signal. The skeleton and distance data will be approximated by a curve of a certain order. For example, if straight lines are used for the approximation, two control points are needed to define a line segment; while on the other hand, if second order curves are used, such as splines, then three control points will be needed to define a curve segment. The location of the controLpoints or vertices is encoded and utilized for the reconstruction of the signal. 
Problem Description
The problem at hand is the operational rate distortion optimal encoding of the shape in a video frame (intrashape encoding). It can be either a minimum rate problem, or a minimum distortion problem. The minimum rate problem is to find the minimum bit rate to encode the shape, given a set of maximum horizontal distortion DHmor. More specifically, we are solving the following constrained optimization problem with unknown the number and location of the control points for both skeleton and distance, min R,",, subject to Dui < Dsj -Drj S DLRi, and The minimum distortion problem is to find the encoding of the shapes, which results in the set of smallest maximum horizontal distortion, given a bit budget for the kame. More specifically, we are solving the following optimal Path. optimization problem with the number and location of the control points, min {DHmu,', subject to R,o, SR,,,
where R,, is the total given bit budget.
the first two kinds of links in node space. In other words, the W O edges describe the transition fij,P,q) j (i8,P.t) and (ij,p,d -3 (pj,S,q). It is important to note that excluding the third possibility does not exclude any
To implement the algorithm to solve the optimization problem (4), we create a cost function C(pJ (assumingpk is representing state (ij,p,q) ), which represents the minimum total rate up to and including state (i,j,p,q) in the state space. That is,
OPTIMAL SOLUTION

Minimum rate problem
This problem can be easily tackled by first converting it into a graph theory problem and then solving it by a 4D DAG shortest path algorithm. In the following, we are solving the simple case (o=l) as an example, since the more complicated case only increases the computational complexity, while in principle, there are no fundamental obstacles. Given a polygonal approximation of both the skeleton and distance signals, we define a node space with elements the 4-tuples (i,j,p1q), representing all combinations of the last two control points in the skeleton approximation To simplify the computation, and also to make a dynamic programming technique applicable for seeking the optimal solution of problem (4), we define a state space, which is a subset of the union of all node spaces, with elements (so called states) (ij,p,q) satisfying i<q and j<p, and edges among elements. This will exclude from consideration of those nodes (ij,p,q) with segment In words, the rate for a source with a distortion, which is larger than the maximum permissible distortion, is set to infinity. This results in that given that a feasible solution exists, the approximation sequence, which minimizes the total rate, as defined in (4), will not give any source distortion greater than Dmu, Figure 4 shows an example of the states and edges. The figure on the right shows the next step relative to the figure on the left. We are showing that summing the above segment rate up will result in the total rates and, that these segment rates are only dependent on state pk.1 and state pk. Using (7). the problem stated in (4) can be formulated as a shortest path problem as in [4] . In summary, the state definition and the recursive representation of the cost function in (7) makes the future of the optimization process independent of its past, which is the foundation of the dynamic programming technique. The computational complexity of our 4D DAG shortest path algorithm is O ( p ) .
Minimum distortion problem
The proposed optimal bit allocation algorithm for the minimum distortion problem is based on the fact that we can optimally solve the minimum rate problem. 
i CN).
The problem can be solved using Lagrangian relaxation and dynamic programming as the way shown in [4].
General cases
For multiple object boundary encoding and the case of object with multiple skeletons, since the bit rate for vertices is always additive, and the distortion calculation is defined on separate boundary parts of the object corresponding to various skeletons, the problem can be decoupled into simple problems discussed previously even if the distortion pixel sets of the two objects overlap. Then, the results of this section apply.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A number of experiments have been conducted, some of which are reported here. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the results obtained using the proposed MINMAX approach with D,,=3 (see Fig. 5(a) ) and using the MINAVE approach [4] (see Fig. 5(b) ) to compress the frame shown in Fig. 1 . The MPEG-4 distortion for both reconstructed images is 8.2% (percentage of pixels in error). Comparing the feet of the left child in the frame, it is not hard to tell that the MINMAX result keeps the basic shape of the original object, while the MINAVE result may not, because the goal of MINAVE is to reduce the possible average distortion, no matter how distortion may vary from one part of the object to the other.
(a) MlNMAX Image @) MINAVE Image Figure 5 Comparison of reconstructed images We conducted experiments on the 100 frames of the "Kids" SIF sequence in the intra mode. Our results are compared with the results obtained by applying the CAE (Context-based Arithmetic Encoding) method [7] , which is adopted in MPEG-4 standard, and the results obtained by using the vertex-based MINMAX polygonal algorithm in [2] . As shown in Fig. 5 , our algorithm has an overall better performance than other methods, although Vertex-based MINMAX algorithm performs slight better for distortions in the range 0.045-0.073. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present an optimal skeleton-based shapecoding algorithm using the minimum maximum distortion criterion. The concept of horizontal maximum distortion is introduced to enable the joint processing of skeleton and distance signals. A 4D DAG shortest path algorithm with an efficient dynamic programming implementation is proposed to solve the minimum-rate problem. The minimum-distortion problem is also solved using the fact that we can find the optimal solution t o the minimum rate problem, which results in a no increasing operational rate distortion function. Experimental result:; demonstrate the improved performance of the proposed algorithm.
